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Dona Polan 
Les ,te,:tes, ni !es film_s, n_e nous P_ar,viennent com me de purs objets,prii.s a etre /us. Or l'hzstozre du cmema, dons sa vu/gate, a presquetou1ours lu l'effet Koulechov comme evident; correlarivement Kou­
lec!10� a ete per,ru comme l'initiateur de la critique de films, voi;e de la theone du cmema. Dans ces lectures, on peut voir le symp16me de 
quat:: figures/'! l'i�eologi� esthetique do1:1in�nte: /., /'art comme 
tradmon, e1 I hzstozre de I art com me hlStozre des influences de 
gran_des figur�s sur d'au�res ,,and;s.figures; 2., !'art comme force�xcedant. le dzs�ou_rs arllcule (le ge�ue comme non-intellect ion); 3.,I expresswn art1s11que comme excedant la vulgaire narrativite · 4. 
1:arr comme gratuite diliberee. fl conviendrait, au contraire, de
1 
u,;
I effet Koulechov par un travail authe"!tiquement genealogique, mon­
tram non seulement comment nous hsons Les films, mais aussi com­









The Technology of the Voice 
Part. II.* 
I 
Missing from the three approaches roughly sketched in Part I. is a 
sense of the increasing specificity of microphone technology to 
cinema tasks -and thus of the increasing influence of cinema as such 
on microphone development. If the carbon transmitter was first 
developed for practical telephony and the condenser transmitter for 
laboratory sound calibration, the moving coil microphone is perfec­
ted quite specifically with sound cinema in mind (though on the basis 
of principles elaborated for other purposes) ; the ribbon and other 
directional microphones are the first to be created not only specifi­
cally for the cinema but also based on principles directly derived from 
cinema needs. Somewhere in our battery of approaches, we need a 
weapon capable of recognizing and accounting for this growing 
specificity. 
On the whole, the extent to which microphone usage is medium­
specific should serve as a warning that certain aspects of microphone 
development remain to be explained. It is instructive, for example, to 
contrast Green and Maxfield's article championing the carbon mike 
for public address usage in 1923 to Wente's 1936 overview of Bell 
research, in which he explains why <(even a high-quality carbon 
microphone is unsuitable for sound picture recording»/ I. Taking the 
« distant pick-up conditions » (p. 190) that prevail in sound cinema as 
a first cause, Wente never goes on to ask why it is that distant pick-up
conditions continu� to prevail when closer pick-up conditions would 
have provided better sound. He simply takes it for granted that new 
microphones are needed for the talkies (in this case his own redesi-
•Part. I. appeared in IRIS Vol. 3, n° I.
/I.Green and Maxfield,« Public Address Sy1,tems »(1923) and Wente, «Contribu­
tions ... » ( 1936), p. 190 (see notes 7 and 45 for exact references). 
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�ned con�e�.ser mik�)/2. The fo�tunes of the moving coil microphone 
mvolve similar seemmg anomalies. Throughout the late twenties the 
call had been out for a microphone which would have lower impe­
dance than the condenser mike (thus doing away with the heavy 
amplifier in the microphone case, increasingly problematic as micro­
phone booms and single miking grew in popularity), which could be 
used farther from the sound source than the carbon mike, and which 
would have response characteristics better than either of the two 
existing systems. Bell's moving coil microphone met all of these 
requirements and more, yet the immediate popularity of the bidirec­
tionnal ribbon mike kept the moving coil mike from winning the 
popularity that its qualities would seem to predict. We must conclude, 
l think, that more is at stake than the simple engineering standards of 
fidelity and versatility.
Similar conclusions are suggested by the treatment of reverberation 
within the Hollywood context. Sound is received by human subjects 
and microphones alike as a combination of direct and reflected 
impulses� the amount of the latter depending on the size of the room, 
the material of the walls, the number of people present, the distance of 
the receiver from the source, the frequency of the sound, and nume­
rous other minor factors. Now, a long tradition within Western
music-making, closely connected to the large romantic orchestra and 
consequently large concert hall, as well as to an even longer tradition 
of church music played in large resonant buildings, had by the 1930s 
created a preference for the reproduction of music with a high degree 
of reflected sound/3. (Characteristically, Thomas Edison alone went 
against this current, preferring the purity and intelligibility of dire�t 
sound even for music)/4. Recognizing the existence of this aesthetic 
judgment, engineers christened the quality that produces a high level 
/2 Jones takes an exactly similar position: "In conclusion, it may be stated tbat 
the �nd_enser and carbon types of microphone have been developed to a poi�t �here there 1s little to c�oose between them from the standpoint of quality of transm1ss1on ...
Alt.hough requiring less amplification than the condenser microphone the e�tent to 
wh1c� the carbon microphone is used at present is lfolited by the higher noise level 
obtained. The condenser type of microphone has therefore been adopted for most of 
the recording �ork in the sound picture field -» (the high noise level being of course 
pr�uced by distance from the sound source); from Jones, «Condenser and Carbon 
Microphones -Their Construction and Use», JSMPE 16 (jan. 1931), 19-20.
/3. See, for example, Hope Bagenal and Alexander Wood, Planning for Good
AC'01fStics., New-York, Dutt0n, 1931, and M.C. Batsel, «Recording Music for 
Motton Pictures», JSMPE 25, Aug. 1935, 103-108.
/4. Read and Welch, 1976, p. 237, see note 43.
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of reflected sound with a term of quasi-religious praise: HyeneSSf5.
The picture palaces of the silent era took ful� advantage ?f this qu'!-hty
in their construction : large, built out of h1ghly reflect1ve matenals,
and covered with decorative moldings that fragm�nted and perpetua­
ted reverberations, these ornate barns often bu�lt up a t�ee _-or
four- second reverberation time. Now, by the tm�e the d1rec:t1onal
microphone appeared, it was already clear that qua�1ty s?und cmema
required both studios and theaters whose reverberation time would be
significantly reduced/ 6, for w_hat �uited musi� apparently was �eemed
inappropriate for the com bmatlon of music, effe�s., and dialogue
characteristic of the Hollywood product . Not surpnsmgly, the clash
between the long reverb times req_uired fo! m�si_c _ap.d �he �uch
shorter reverberation needed for d1al�gu� mtell1g:ib�ty � quickly
resolved in favor or the la�ter. He_re. ag�u�, 1t see�s qmte ev1den_t t�t
the development of directional m1ki�g 1s m react��n to the specific1�y
of dialogue requirements, over agamst the familiar need� of music
reproduction . In order to understand the.development_o� ffilCrophone
technology, therefore, we must first understand W�Y. 1_t 1s that sou!ld
cinema as a representational mode seems to requue its own spectal
sound reproduction system. Four separable but clos.ely re.lated cha­
racteristics of sound cinema reveal the extent to w�ch DllCr?phon_e
development depends on representat_ional needs specific to this part:1-
cular mode of narrative representation.
J. Invisible miking. Durable system� are built ?n. strong, unques�io­
ned assumptions. During the twent1e;s and thirties one assumpllon
about sound cinema stands out: m�nuoned �v�rywhere� but never so
much as discussed, let alone qu�tioned, th _1s_ IS the not10� t_hat «�h
e
receiving device must be sufficiently sens1twe to permit its bemg
successfully concealed at a reasonable distance from �he. speaker or
source of music to be photographed », as Lee Deforest ms1sts as early
/5. On the notion of «liveness», see especially the w<?rk of J.P. Maxficl�, including
« Some of the Latest Developments in Sound Record mg and J3.eproduct1on it, T�ch­
nical Bulletin (of the Academy of Motion Pictu�e Arts and Sciences), 1935; 4( W1
d�
Range Reproduction in Theaters», JSMPE 26,Ja�. 1936, 67-78; and «An Acousuc
Constant of Enclosed Spaces Correlatablc with their Apparent Liveness», JASA 19
,
Jan. 1947, 71-79. . f H
. h Q 1i / 6. Once again, this current begins with Maxfield, « Meth�s o . 1g . ua 
ty
Recording ... » ( 1926-see in Part. I. note 27, lRIS Vo.I. 3, n
° I); 1t 1s.rap1dl)'. p1c_ked up
by. among others, Vern O. Knudsen. «The Hearing of Speech m Aud1tonums »,
JASA 1, oct. 1929, 56-82; and Edward W. Kellogg, 1,Some New Aspects ofReverl»
ration», JSMPE 14, jan. 1930, 96-107. 
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a� 1923/7. The assumptio� that all sound-collection devices must be 
h_1dden f �o?l the came�a 1s not only an important aspect of sound 
cmem�, 1t LS :-along with the complementary notion that all image­
collecuon .noises (camera sounds, arc lamps the director's voice etc) 
must be. hidden fyom the sound track- the' very founding gest�re �f the. talkies. C!)nSader, for example, Bell's 1926 demonstration film in 
wh1ch Lab. Director Edward B .  Craft lectures on the very Vitaphone 
system which the �Im demonstrates/8. In good Bell public address 
strle, Cr�t stands an front of the improved double-button carbon 
mike praised by Green an.d Ma�fi�ld in their 1923 article . In any 
!10rmal sense ?f the expression, this 1s « sound cinema», but the truth 
is that �e do� t really use those words (or any of the many equivalent 
express!ons) m a  normal sense. By «sound cinema» we mean instead 
somethi!)g �ather techni�aJ, something first satisfied not even by Don
Juan,. with its syn.ch�o_mzed �f�ects and music, but by the synchroni­zed dialogue �nd mv1s1ble miking_ of The Jazz �inger. When we speak 
of the «C0!11Jng of sound» '.Ne 1�ply the tnumph of a particular 
r1:presentat1.onaJ system which Ls narrative and not discursive, 
d1alo�e-onented and not musical, and which thus has no room for 
rev�lat1on of the means of its fabrication . Unless the mike is hidden 
(or its presence justified by some overriding narrative situation) then 
the film doesn't represent in the desired manner. Before the te�hno­
lozy, then, before any particular narrative, music, or dialogue, there 
exists a fe�t need to p�oduce a particular kjnd of representational 
f �rm, not Just. a �arrauve but this kind of narrative, not just sound cinema but this kind of �<sound cinema», not just reproduced sound 
but .sound reproduced m this particular way (and thus with this particular su�sion of microphones). 
Now, pract,cally, to make the mike invisible means to move it 
farther fom the sou!1d source . Large close-ups do not present an 
enormous problem since the camera's field of vision is small relative 
J �
· Otti.,er pioneers of sound cinema felt just like Deforest, «The Phonofilm_», S :� n _l�(may 1923), 62. Earl Sponable, for example.states quite clearly that 1<1n
� Min� It is n�sary, of course, that the microphone be either placed outside of7' ovietone "• JSM PE 11 (sept. I 927), 462. What's more the dissimulation of the 
microphone is clos�ly related to the chanieover from an a'coustic sound-collecting 
rr:i� i 
(where mu�1cians huddle� in contrived formations in order to play specially 
/.strume�t� into a. collecting horn) to an electro-mechanical system (wher
e 
reco� _ ing conditions replicated concert conditions almost exactly)· in the former the 
�:�ra)
n: const�ntly f?regroun� the. collecting system, while in the latter lhey are 
R �
- rec to ignore 1l. On this pomt see Maxfield, <<Electro-Mechanical Sound
Qu
e�_r inR
gi>, Befl I.Aboratorles Record l,jan. 1926, 198ff; and «Methods of High
a 1ty eco�dmg. .. », 1926 �ee note 27, 498ff. 
12ti&
The Vitapbone Tells Tales of Itself», Bell LAboratories Record 3, dee. 1926,
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to the close pick-up required by early mikes (2-5 feet for the carbon 
mike), but with medium shots and a fortiori long shots the problem 
becomes quite severe. In order to remain invisible, the mike must be 
placed either far in front of or welJ above the speaker; in either case 
the ratio of reflected to direct sound will be unacceptably high, thus 
reducing intelligibility, falsifying the appropriate acoustic perspec­
tive, and increasing markedly the amount of noise produced by the 
carbon mike. The first problem of cine.ma microphone technology is 
thus a problem of distance from the sound source, which is caused by 
a felt need for invisible miking, in turn produced by the assumption 
that a particular type of representation and no other must be 
achieved. 
2. Intelligibility of the voice. Right from the beginning -and even in
their so-called pure research- Bell engineers understood what was at 
stake. In a 1928 Bell research report published in 1929, Harvey 
Fletcher explains one of the fundamental principles on which Bell 
technological developments were already being based 19. When speech 
frequencies below 500 cycles are filtered out, 60 % of the energy is 
removed, but only 2 % of the articulation is lost. Conversely, filtering
out tones above 1.500 cycles removes only 10% of the energy, but 
35 % of the articulation. In other words, Fletcher concludes, the 
fundamental tone and first few harmonics carry the energy, while the
higher frequencies permit understanding. In a move which will often 
be repeated by later sound technicians, Fletcher then identifies 
«energy» with the qualities which make speech sound« natural», thus 
setting up a fundamental opposition in sound reproduction between 
the understandable and the natural (p. 281), or as Carl Dreher would 
have it two years later, « intelligibility of dialog» versus« naturalness, 
or acoustic fidelity to the original rendition»/ 10. Within a few years 
this opposition largely disappears from the literature as the criterion
of intelligibility is accepted as primary in determining the procedures
used for sound collection and reproduction/ 11.
Theoretically, we may 11ote the extent to which this stress on 
/9. Harvey Fletcher, Speech and Hearing, New York, Van Nostrand, 1929.
pp. 28Jff. 
/10. Carl Dreher, it R ecording, R e-recording, and Editing of Sound», JSMPE 16, 
june, 1931, 7S6. 
/ 11. The strongest statement on this subject is made by John G. Frayne in 1929:
11To insure high intelligibility in a sound-stage pickup it is customary practice to place 
the microphone as close to the actor as possible, the distance usually being limited
only by the camera angle of the scene. For medium and long shots the microphone 
must necessarily be moved farther away from the actor than for close-ups, since in
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in�e�igibility suggests that the implied referent is by no means an 
on�na� scene_ (whether staged or documentary), but a narrative 
wh!ch hes behmd,. whic� aut�or�es and �m:8enders that scene, and of which that scene itself 1� a signifier. This 1s why most music, many 
effects �d eye_n .s�me dialogue can be allowed to remain below the level of mtelligibility, but all sounds which subtend the narrative must 
be fully comprehensible. For it is the narrative that is being represen­
ted and �ot this or that character, this or that scene, this or that 
conversation. Two people may use different words, but we commonly 
say that they have told the same story; it is in this sense that we may 
say that the narrative is primary. (Such a claim is of course anathema 
to anyone for whom the cinema is primarily an art form for whom the 
«same» story told by two different people creates two different works 
of.art. My whole point here, however, is that Hollywood hardly saw 
things that way, and that we can understand its development of new 
technology and new techniques only by recognizing, indeed starting 
from, that fact). 
. 9� the �r�cti�l side_, the need for intelligibility in the context of mvISLble miking 1mmed1ately poses the problem of reducing the pick­
up of reflected sound. Since the ratio of reflected to direct sound 
increases with distance from the sound source, and since too much 
reflected sou�d r�di?1llY compromises the intelligibility of dialogue, 
the only solution 1s either to reduce the distance between sound source 
and micropho!le or to limit the angle of collection. Only after unsatis­
factory �xpenments with mikes hidden in flower pots and other 
« J?rOp pick-ups»/ 12. did studio technicians finally perfect a mobile 
microphone boom which effectively reduced the distance between 
so_und source and microphone. Sound concentrators and directional 
mikes, _were successively introduced to reduce the angle of sound collection. Later developments of similar effect include the directio­
nal loud speaker to reduce theatre reverberation/ 13, and dialogue 
cl�se:ups the camera �vers a wider angle. However, no attempt is ordinarily made in 
practice to try to obtain t�e same acoustic as visual perspective of the scene. Although 
the latt� would be desirable it is not feasible in practice». Elements of Sound
.R�cordm_g. New York, John Wiley, 194-9, pp. 52-53. See note 31 regarding further 
rn,ormauon on this top1c. 
/ If. This term is the contribution of Carl Dreher, in « Stage Technique in the 
Talkies», 1�9 � see note 29, p. 2. • /.13. On d1rect1on�l loud speakers, see especially Olson and Massa, J 934-see no/e 
, 32 in Part. L, op. cit; Maxfield and C. Flannagan, (( Wide.Range Reproduction in 
Theaters», JSMPE 26, jan. 1936, 67-78; and C. Flannagan, R. Wolf, and W.C. 
Jones, « Modern Theater Loud Speakers and Their Development» JSMPE 28, 
�c! 1937, 246-64. For more �ecent surveys, see the appropriate chapters by Clark an nayne, see notes 4 and 5 in Part. I., op. cit. 
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equalization/ 14, as well as the general tendency toward smaller, less 
live theatres/ 15. 
3. Narrative focus. By itself, the insistence on inte1ligjbility already
implies a principle of choice. Some things must be intelligible, others
have somewhat less importance. This notion of relative importance
has a long history, to my knowledge never written, and certainly too
long even to be sketched out here. Skipping over millennia of pain­
ting, sculpture, and other representational arts, however, we may
usefully dwell momentarily on the history of the notion of focus since
the invention of photography. lt is a curious fact that the first photo­
graph of Nicephore Niepce, the father of photography, lacks the
sharp shadows and clear outlines that we depend on for identifying
objects. Like all early photographers, Niepce used an emulsion so
slow that only a very long exposure (multiple hours) could assure
fixation of the image. During this time, the sun continued to move,
thus lengthening shadows and changing the aspect of the roofs at
which Niepce's primitive camera was aimed. Throughout the mid­
nineteenth century, photography remained an art of the still life; as
emulsions became increasingly sensitive, sharp focus became a requi­
red photographic characteristic, requiring careful attention from
photographer and subject alike. Or rather, I should say, the desire for
sharp focus transformed the photograph from a rectangular space
where all points are potentially of equal importance (where all are
subjects), into a hierarchized space, a space with an «object », a focus.
No longer do we see a picture, i.e. a work of art in which each part
relates to the rest in a special way, we see instead a picture of
something else, a representation, a piece in a potential narration. No
longer is the photographer an artist; he has become a focuser, the
lowest form of narrator. By the end of the nineteenth century techni­
cians and photographers alike are rushing toward faster lenses and
emulsions in order to be able to stop motion more effectively -in
order, as it were, to reduce to object status an ever wider variety of
mobile subjects. So codified will the notion of photographic focus
become that in recent years we have seen the rise of the automatic-
/ 14. On a.utomatic dialogue equalization and volume control, sec Dreher (1931 -
see note 30 rn Part. I., op. cit.); << Current Developments in Production Methods in 
Hollywood », JS M PE 24, jan. 1935, 3-11 ; and the articles mentioned in note 39. in 
Part. I.. �p. cit. D. P. �o.ye and K.F. Morg31n, «Sound Picture Recording and Reproducing Charactensllcs », JSMPE 32, June 1939, 634ff. provides a useful 
summary. 
/ 15. The ease with which intelligibility of dialogue can be assured in a small theater 
was recognized as early as 1929, as reported by Harold 8. Franklin, head of Fox West 
Coast Theaters, in JSMPE 14, march 1930, 302-308. 
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focus camera, based on conventions (of distance, placing, and size of 
object) that have come from over a century of photographic narrativi­
zing. With this type of camera you cannot take a picture, you can only 
take a picture of something else. 
It was of course not always that way. The original cameraobscura
had infinite focus thanks to the pinhole size of its « lens ». The history 
of photography, however, is marked by a constant battle between a 
desire for better focus and a need for more light, just as cinema sound 
grows out of the conflicting desires for intelligibility and naturalness. 
The concept of focus, or relative importance, is thus passed on, as it 
were, from photography to sound, where it constitutes just as much a 
choice as in the visual field. The point here is not that someone must 
do the choosing in a system with a focus, thus opening the system to 
ideological effects (that point already having been made in the earlier 
ideological reading; the point is much more simply to recognize the 
power of the very notion of focus. What is it that motivates Dreher to 
divide the roundhouse scene from Danger Lights into dialogue, which 
must be fully comprehensible, and ambient «noises», which are 
reduced by the use of a parabolic concentrator to «a realistic back­
ground»/ 16? Why concentrate all the attention on a few banal 
remarks by the protagonists when so much fascinating sound­
producing activity is taking place around them? Quite simply, 
because as RKO's chief sound engineer Dreher has a devotion to 
narrative which requires the notion of focus. In fact, it is instructive to 
note the language used by Dreher in an earlier article. Twice during 
the 1929 « Stage Technique in the Talkies» he points out the need for 
microphone placement to serve « the business of the play », revealing 
what is really at stake in the notion of focus/ 17. While Olson's refe­
rence to a narrative «center of gravity» (quoted earlier) reveals the 
technicians's attempt to naturalize the notion of focus, Dreher's 
off-hand comments say a great deal about the economic importance 
of narrative within the Hollywood enterprise. A picture or a sound 
-as long as it has a focus- is by definition more attractive, more
desirable than a picture or a sound, however lovely, without a �ocus.
For what Hollywood sells is stories, not films. It thus requires a
microphone with a focus just as fully as it needs cameras that focus.
Deep-focus mikes, soft-focus mikes, sharp-focus mikes -that can
come later. The first requirement is for sound to follow in the path
/ 16. Carl Dreher, « Microphone Concentrators in Picture Production», JSMPE 
16.jan. 1931, 26 . 
. / 17, Dreher, «Stage Technique in the Talkies», 1929 - see note 29, Part. I., op.
cit., pp. 2 and 16. 
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already sketched out by photography, reaffirming technologically the 
principle of focus already present in the chosen representational form. 
4. For-me-ness. Microphones that focus, directional microphones,
thus exist in large part to control reverberation, thereby guaranteeing
the intelligibility of the spoken word, itself ensuring the comprehensi­
bility and coherence of the represented narrative. Here too, however, 
the process of overdetermination is actively at work. The desired 
sound -indeed, to a great extent the achieved sound- sports a high 
degree of direct sound with a severely restricted amount of reflected 
sound ( chiefly present to satisfy the reverb-heavy reality code of music 
reproduction and to support an intermittent reality effect produced 
by acoustic perspective/ 18. The resultant sound, while on the one 
hand constituting a particularly recognizable sequence of words, on 
the other hand repre.sents an especially familiar type of sound, one 
that we hear daily, that we implicitly compare to other possible 
sounds, and that we interpret in the context of this implicit commuta­
tion. I'm outside working in the garden. I hear someone calling, bot I 
can't make out the words. I don't even bother to turn around because I
can tell from the muffled nature of the sound (i.e. the high ratio of 
reflected to direct sound) that the caller is in some other yard and is 
not facing in my direction. A few minutes later another call comes. I
pick up my head to reduce the reflection of sound coming from my 
own body. No, still too much reverberation; the call is not for me. 
Suddenly, a third voice pierces the air. I still can't understand the 
words but the ratio of direct to reflected sound is quite high; this caller 
is clearly facing in my direction, calling me and no other. I immedia­
tely straighten up and respond:« Yes, what do you want?)> When the 
reverb disappears, I know that the message is for me. I know that I
have switched from the overhearing mode to the discursive mode, the 
mode where people look at me, talk to me, care what I think, want to 
make sure that I hear. For the standard of intelligibility, of limited 
reverberation, is ultimately a standard of for-me-ness, of implicit 
discursivity. 
The directional microphone is thus the pick-up system that imitates 
the directness of public address (overt discursivity) in a s:ituation 
which is on the surface narrative (thus excluding tbe auditor /viewer) 
but which by sleight of hand affords the auditor the same closeness, 
the same privileges characteristic of direct address. By providing 
(selected) privileged access to the conversations of others, directional 
microphones open the way to a sort of «voyeurism of the ear» which 
/ 18. See notes 31 in Part. 1., op. cit., and 11. 
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/ 18. See notes 31 in Part. 1., op. cit., and 11. 
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we might weU dub the «eavesdropping syndrome». We hear as if we 
were being directly addressed, yet never are we looked at, never do we 
share the space of the speaking characters, never do we recognize in 
them denizens of our own three-dimensional world. Coupled with 
electrical amplification, the directional microphone provides the per­
fect sound pendant to the perspectival image which seems made for
me. I see the protagonists even when they are « lost » in a crowd ; so do 
I hear them in similar situations. When two people are talking or 
reacting to each other they are nevertheless both turned slightly 
toward me; in a similar way the sound track always gives me the 
sound of people talking toward me, never shielding the sound with 
their body. In front of the actors there is always a space cleared away, 
a space which seems to invite me to come into the image and to 
exercise a privileged vision; whether by automatic or manual means, 
the sound mix always clears away an auditory space for the dialogue 
by reducing effects and music at the appropriate times. Just as the 
image-oriented aspects of classical narrative are wont to do, the 
directional miking prevalent from the mid-thirties on does a marve­
lously effective job of convincing me, the auditor, that this audio­
spectacle is made for me, and what's more, that no one knows that I 
am listening. 
II 
In the previous pages I have sketched out a reading of the develop­
ment of microphone technology which might properly be termed 
«representational» for it attributes the impulse to develop new tech­
nology to the choice of a particular representational mode. No�, as 
might readily be objected, the choice of a particular representational 
mode does not occur in a vacuum, and thus can hardly be given as a 
first cause. This choice is subject to pressures of various sorts, inclu­
ding the realist, ideological, and economic impulses implied by the 
various readings tentatively offered above. Indeed, it is this very 
multivalent nature of the representational mode that I wish to br!ng 
into play here in order to locate the important coordinating function 
fulfilled by the representational mode. 
Let us return briefly to Carl Dreher's offhand characterization of a 
film's narrative focus as «the business of the play»/ 19. On the one 
hand� as we have seen, the notion of << business » corresponds to a 
. 
/ 19. Dreher,« Stage Technique in the Talkies», 1929 -see note 29 in Part. I., op. 
cit., pp. 2 and 16, 
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fundamental definition of Hollywood's dominant representational 
mode : narrative as primary signified of the image and sound signifiers 
(all signifiers are not created equal here, for special rights are reserved 
for those which can be made to signify narrative). On the other hand, 
the hierarchization implied by the term «business» corresponds to 
another familial hierarchy, that which separates activities into those 
which are economically profitable and those which are nothing but 
wasted time (or play, as the corresponding notion of «free play of the 
signjfier » recognizes). Now where is this economic profit to be reali­
zed? In one sense, the notion of profit is purely metaphorical (corres­
ponding to a similarly metaphorical notion of «narrative 
investment »), yet in another it can be directly counted in dollars and 
cents, for it is the successful selling of the narrative that ensures 
Hollywood's return on its investment. In other words, any economic 
reading of technological development cannot remain oblivious to the 
commodity that is actually being sold. In this case it is not a film as 
such that the consumer buys, it is a particular representational mode, 
a particular form of narrative. This is why an economic analysis must 
consider not only the Wall Street side of the AT&T/ RCA conflict, 
but their decisions regarding representational strategy as well. It is not 
that the economic reading is the same as the representational reading, 
but rather that any economic reading must pass through a re-presenta­
tional reading to show how it is that economic concerns become 
imbedded in a particular product. In one sense, them, the representa­
tional reading includes the economic reading in a condensed form/20. 
The same is true of the realist and ideological readings, which are 
enabled by the existence in their object of study of a particular 
representational mode. What we mean by « realist » involves the 
illusion of a real world existing behind the signs of the representation; 
that is, there is something beyond the form of the sound and image to 
which sound and image refer (in the language of the above representa­
ti�nal analysis, something which can be fully grasped only if the 
microphone is hidden, the dialogue intelligible, the signs properly 
focused on their narrative signified, and the whole affair made to 
sound and look as if it were made just/or me). In short, when we say 
/ 20. I!' <� Stage Technique in th� Talkies» ( 1929 - see note 29 in Part. 1., op. cit.), 
Dreher insists throughout on the importance of what he calls the <I broadcast view­
point», which, he says, good sound technicians must adopt (if they don't already have 
1t,.as he points out, from years of radio experience). Curiously, however, Dreher uses 
this notion to reach a conclusion which, at least on the surface, is exactly the opposite 
of my own: « If some of the movie directors are less pliable, it is because they have not 
yet ass_imilated the broadcast viewpoint, which is based on the simple fact that the 
acoustic characteristics of the present-day microphone and its surroundings must be 
conformed to in the action, if the final product is to be suc.oessful » (p. 2). 
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« realist » we mean this particular kind of representation. It is thus 
incomplete to suggest that microphone technology develops to 
increase realism, for this formulation leaves out an essential interme­
diate step. In order to increase a particular type of realism, a particu­
lar representational mode evolved ; it is in the service of this mode that 
microphone technology develops. 
Now, realism is of course no first cause. Its very illusionism reveals 
the extent to which it serves ideological concerns. But how can we get 
at those concerns? Once again, we must pass through the basic 
representational mode, for it is this mode that provides the signifying 
system which permits ideology itself to signify. We have seen how 
important the manipulation of focus is to an ideological reading; by 
simultaneously choosing a focus and disguising the fact that a focus 
has been chosen, this particular brand of narrative text plies its wares. 
Yet the very notion of focus is a concomitant of this particular 
narrative mode. In other words, whether we are dealing with the 
realist, ideological, or economic reading of the history of microphone 
technology, we are necessarily dealingfirst with the place of miking 
within a particular representational system. If it often appears that the 
quarrels between proponents of opposing approaches reveal no more 
than acceptable alternate views of the same phenomenon, separable 
views which are nevertheless not entirely separate because they toge­
ther constitute complementary pieces of a larger puzzle, it is largely 
because proponents of all three approaches have implicitly taken for 
granted the same limits, those of a particular representational mode. 
In doing so, they have necessarily agreed to share certain basic 
assumptions with other approaches which they deem antithetical to 
their own. 
The first wave of technological criticism concentrated on the dis­
course of technicians and inventors themselves; this approach led to 
straight-forward technicist conclusions like that of the« engineering» 
reading presented here. Subsequent studies of technology often had 
the merit of locating another discourse contained by the technical; 
<( realist », « ideological », or «economic», the individual readings 
generated by this approach were almost always seen as contradictory 
and mutually exclusive. While illustrating and recognizing the 
insights of the «engineering» and «revisionist» approaches, in this 
article I have been reaching for a third solution, one which attributes 
t�e generation of multiple (complementary) explanations out of a 
single set of phenomena to the multifarious (complementary) aspect 
of a particular representational mode. By paying closer attention to 
the relationship between technology and the representational pur­
poses which it serves, perhaps we can open a path to a new and more 
versatile technological criticism. 
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quarrels between proponents of opposing approaches reveal no more 
than acceptable alternate views of the same phenomenon, separable 
views which are nevertheless not entirely separate because they toge­
ther constitute complementary pieces of a larger puzzle, it is largely 
because proponents of all three approaches have implicitly taken for 
granted the same limits, those of a particular representational mode. 
In doing so, they have necessarily agreed to share certain basic 
assumptions with other approaches which they deem antithetical to 
their own. 
The first wave of technological criticism concentrated on the dis­
course of technicians and inventors themselves; this approach led to 
straight-forward technicist conclusions like that of the« engineering» 
reading presented here. Subsequent studies of technology often had 
the merit of locating another discourse contained by the technical; 
<( realist », « ideological », or «economic», the individual readings 
generated by this approach were almost always seen as contradictory 
and mutually exclusive. While illustrating and recognizing the 
insights of the «engineering» and «revisionist» approaches, in this 
article I have been reaching for a third solution, one which attributes 
t�e generation of multiple (complementary) explanations out of a 
single set of phenomena to the multifarious (complementary) aspect 
of a particular representational mode. By paying closer attention to 
the relationship between technology and the representational pur­
poses which it serves, perhaps we can open a path to a new and more 
versatile technological criticism. 
The Tcc�nology of the Voice J IS 
L'histoire de la prise de son au cinema -et tout particulierement des 
diverses sort es de microphones introduits pendant /es annees trente­
est racontee ici selon p/usieurs hypotheses diff erentes. La premiere 
partie du texte* montre comment la parole est d'abord aux techn­
ciens, selon /esquels Jes micros directionnels auraient ete introduits 
uniquement pour assurer une meilleure fidelite de la reproduction 
sonore. Trois autres points de vue possibles sont ensuite consideres : 
realiste, ideo/ogique, et economique. Cette deuxieme partie tenre une 
nouvelle approche de ces donnees, qu'on pourrait qualifier de« repre­
sentationnel/e » de quatre reg/es tacites de la representation sonore 
Hollywoodienne: invisibilite du micro, intelligibilite de la voix,foca­
lisation narrative, et discursivite. 
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